
Tim McCarthy: Ventura County Supervisor 2022 
Precinct Walking: Door-to-Door voting support 
 
OUTCOME: Tim McCarthy to WIN VC Supervisor! 
Precinct Walking volunteers: To obtain as many confirmed “yes’s” from voters for Tim! 
 
PURPOSE: “Why” Must Tim WIN for reasons that matters to you? 
--Be 100% Committed to your reasons why in how you “show up” to your d2d process! 
(Per Tim’s pamphlet)  
---More Security for our Families: Safe neighborhoods, law & order 
---Fiscal & Business Leadership: Lower taxes, attract new businesses 
---Smart & Common-Sense Growth: Technology centers, affordable housing 
---FREEDOM & CHOICE: Life, Liberty & Pursuit of Happiness, school support 
 
CONFIDENT Mind Set: 
Be in your most Confident state of mind when going d2d so you bring this energy to each household! 
Easy tips/tools to support: 
--pray before you set out to do your Precinct Walking support for Tim’s votes  
--physical activity/exercise: gym, biking, running, other form of activity you enjoy before heading out to do d2d 
support 
--focusing on what you’re grateful for puts us into a great & confident state of mind 
--posture: make sure to stand tall, shoulders back (not slumped over) and look people in the eyes when 
sharing with them and BREATHE… 
 
Be HONEST and simply being yourself.  It’s the easiest and most impactful way to influence others, by simply 
sharing your Truth in why you want Tim to be our next VC Supervisor that you are excited about as it comes 
off naturally, effortlessly, passionately and truthfully in your tone, facial expressions and body language. 
 
Do’s & Don’t’s when doing your Precinct Walking: 
 
Do’s  
-if house has RING and nobody answers door, leave a message on RING on behalf of voting for Tim (leave 
pamphlet)! 
-walk as individual or a pair (no more than 2) 
-show up between 8:30am-dusk 
-be prepared with your hand-outs and to write down info…have a few pens with you. 
-stay focused on topic at hand…you are there to get their vote for Tim! 
-be polite & courteous 
-great eye to eye contact: look directly into individual’s eyes 
-step back from front door a couple steps, give others “space” and allows them to look through peep 
hole…makes them feel safe when opening door and able to close if uncomfortable. Many are afraid to open 
door from some of the crime where people show up at door and barge in.  Let them feel at ease in how you 
approach AND acknowledge them if they want to keep door closed by understanding them. Actually ties in 
well when you share about Tim supporting our neighborhoods to be more safe   



-keep your arms & hands open/visible…can have an arm around clipboard so you can take notes as needed. 
-SMILE!!! 
-nodding your head gently with a slight tilt…shows you are engaged in what they are sharing. 
-proper grooming, dress nice where “you” feel good in what you’re wearing…again put you in Confident state 
of mind! 
-Positive greetings at the door 
-Ask questions and listen to their answer; let them feel heard by responding back what they said, for example: 
“I hear how important neighborhood safety is for you and that is a great reason to vote for Tim as his 
background is all about home & business security for the past 30 years and he wants to bring this to our entire 
Ventura County Community!” 
 
Don’t’s  
-Chewing Gum 
-Bringing your dog/pets 
-Walking across the yard (stay on cement) 
-Sunglasses on back of your neck or on your face when talking (need to see your eyes) 
-Eyes rolling all over the place 
-Hands figiting 
-Arms crossed…want to show that you’re open (not closed off). 
-Rubbing or scratching your nose, eyes or back of neck 
-Aggressive body language like pointing, chopping your hands…being Confident & Passionate can still be felt in 
what you’re sharing and how you’re sharing it, not being overtly pushy. 
-Do not talk on your phone before/after leaving where RING may pick it up…NOTE: RING is seeing you come & 
go from their entry so act as if everyone has RING so you ONLY share from positive perspective coming and 
going! 
-no foul language on clothes or come out of your mouth of course 
-do not put other candidates down or be negative, stay focused on why Tim is such a Great candidate…shows 
more Confidence when focusing on positive reasons about Tim as our WINNING Candidate! 
-no hats unless protecting from the sun, if so, best to keep it neutral 
-avoid red & blue shirts (republican/democrat); no TRUMP clothing or pins; keep it neutral; no political 
statements 
-avoid negative comments/angry dialogue…again keep it positive; you’re representing Tim McCarthy and want 
his reputation to be known as someone that is making a Positive Difference…you need to be that too. 
 
4 easy steps in Precinct Walking: 
 

1) Approaching home/your greeting: 
-BE HONEST: go to the reason why “you” are supporting Tim, for example: 
“Good Afternoon, my name is “X”and I am a fellow Thousand Oaks neighbor who is really excited to be sharing 
with you that Tim McCarthy is running for Ventura County Supervisor this year, and Tim is a Ventura County 
resident like you and me that is concerned about keeping our neighborhoods safe where he has dedicated his 
entire professional career protecting families and businesses in our Community through “his” Security 
business…Tim is also supporting our rights as California residents and American citizens in standing up for our 
Freedom, amongst many other important topics of concern!” 



I would greatly appreciate a couple minutes of your time to share more reasons why it is important to vote for 
Tim McCarthy on June 7th. 
 

2) Ask questions/provide reasons in voting for Tim: ask questions pertaining to Tim’s pamphlet to get 
them sharing what matters to them and tie into how Tim will be best candidate to support 
 

-May I ask, what your name is? It’s a pleasure to meet you “say their name”… 
“Before I share more reasons to vote for Tim McCarthy, it would be helpful to know “what is important to you 
when it comes to the safety of our neighborhoods” OR “having our Freedom back” OR ???” Great, well 
Tim…(reflect back what they shared and tie it into Tim being the right candidate to support their concerns). 
 
Good Questions to ask:  
-Simple rule of thumb by asking questions that start with “What?”…this leads to someone taking a moment to 
think about answer vs a simple yes or no response. Creates more engagement and shows you have interest in 
their opinion (regardless of the answer), find out what matters to them and then tie in how Tim may be able 
to support what they’re wanting. FOR EXAMPLE: 
 “What’ most important in choosing a candidate to represent them and our community?” 
OR “What is most important to you when it comes to our Community in general?” 
 

3) Follow up / Call to Action: 
-MOST IMPORTANT: make sure to ASK for their vote for Tim before you leave: “Can we please count on you 
for your vote for Tim on June 7th?” 
-getting individuals correct email & phone number so we can keep them informed  
-ask if they would support a sign in their yard to vote for Tim McCarthy 
 

4) Closing: 
-Suggestion:  
“I greatly appreciate you giving me your time today in discussing why Tim is the best candidate for Ventura 
County’s Supervisor role AND thank you on behalf of all Ventura County community in being able to count on 
your vote for Tim McCarthy on June 7th! It was a genuine pleasure meeting you “say their name”. Shake their 
hand (if they’re comfortable doing so). Smile and say goodbye, have a wonderful rest of your day!” 
 
KEEP IT SIMPLE. 
 
Additional Notes/Tips: 
Others may be listening in and be potential voters for Tim - 
Although you may be sharing with whomever answered the door, know that others in the house may be 
listening in where what you say to the person in front of you may end up having more of an impact to those in 
earshot distance. Always planting seeds with everyone you’re talking to and/or potentially listening that you 
may not see. 
 
Those that choose to keep their door closed and you need to speak through the door - 
-Suggestion: Acknowledge that you completely understand for them to do what works best for them if they 
say they want to keep door closed, then continue with all the DO’s (except get closer to door so you don’t 
have to shout)…keep smiling, great body language, posture, etc…message & questions can be the same.  



 
Those that are not wanting to discuss or interact at all - 
-Suggestion: Acknowledge you respect their time or whatever reason it is they are providing to not interact 
and simply let them know you will leave a pamphlet with information about Tim for educational purposes in 
order to help them decide on June 7th voting day that Tim is the best candidate for our neighborhood’s safety 
(and/or any of the other top reasons you want to let them know as you leave pamphlet on door step). 
 
When someone asks you a question or brings up a topic you do not know answer to or not confident 
discussing -  
-“Re-direct or Pivot” the conversation, by acknowledging their question and being Confident in saying, “That’s 
a really great question and I want to get the right answer for you, so if you are ok in providing me your email 
or phone contact info., I will have someone get back to you on that”. Then re-direct by asking them a different 
question around one of Tim’s Top 4 areas of focus from his pamphlet. 
-By doing this you make them feel good and smart for asking a great question and showed that it’s important 
enough to take down their info. and get back to them on it. Then, you take back the conversation over to 
Tim’s areas of focus to keep on point with what we’re wanting to achieve…voting for Tim for all the right 
reasons. 
Remember, the one asking the questions, is the one in charge of the conversation   
 
We do not have to have all the answers and certainly do not want to make anything up…BE HONEST and you 
create immediate TRUST with others which is what we all are seeking in a candidate for any public official. 
 
STICK to reasons why to vote for Tim in your conversations! 
 
How to move on from a very talkative person - 
-Suggestion: Politely find an entry point (in between breaths) and let them know how much you appreciate 
them taking all the time they did to have a conversation, as well as their support for Tim and shake their hand 
while saying what a pleasure it was meeting them. Smile and say goodbye. 
-If necessary, you can let them know you have a time schedule you need to keep to in supporting others 
needing to here from you in voting for Tim…again, this is the TRUTH.  Can be polite & courteous while still 
being honest. 
 
REMEMBER: It takes only one person to make a difference…that’s “you” for supporting Tim to receive more 
votes, it may be the next house you approach and they spread the word to many more family & friends to 
vote for Tim! And each person you meet matters, treat them as such. 
 
 


